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ABSTRACT 
The input food to stabilization tower of gas distillations in Phases 9&10 of Southern Pars 
contains 2000 ppm water which it should be separated in three-phase separator from the 
organic phase and the light gases in accordance with the designing of this amount of water. 
But this separation has not been done because of the high output temperature from air 
cooler (Tower condenser) being in 55 ° C in summer and all of the water together with gas 
is sent gas the distillation unit. The aforementioned tower condenser is air cooler now. 
Because of the Southern Pars climate, it is not possible even in the cold seasons to decrease 
temperature of the overhead vapor flow to an amount that leads to separation of even 
some of water existing in overhead flow in three-phase separator. Thus, this is not an 
operational and logical method. On the other hand, using the direct cooling due to ΔT and 
the high rate of the tower overhead vapor stream is very expensive, which is not cost-
effective. In this study, the processing integration was used to overcome the problem of 
water separation in the distillation tower condenser and the proposing method is used in 
the process through simulation which leads to good results. According to the literature, the 
use of low temperature of food flow in the condenser can be effective, as the simulation 
results revealed that by using the overhead vapor stream, one can condense the overhead 
vapor to the temperature of 21/9 ° C. In this temperature, approximately 75% of water is 
separated in the three-phase separator located in the top of the tower which will have an 
influential effect on increasing the produced gas quality. Furthermore, as the result of 
integration, air cooler will be omitted from the process that the capital return from this 
way is 3942 dollars.  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

 Thermal integration expresses the way of heat recovering, and, in concise, process integration means: 

General and systematic models for integrated designing of production systems, inseparable processes all over of 

the site with an emphasis on the effective use of energy and reducing environmental impacts. This is the obvious 

point of the designing methods but the word of integration means a process for describing physical arrangement 

such as connecting equipments and process lines in the Unit (Lababidi, 2000; Pinch Technology, El-Halwagi, 

1989). The following cases are the reasons for the use of processes integration in Units and designing (El-

Halwagi, 1989; Lababidi, 2013; www.cheresources.com): 

1.Reducing annual costs by means of determining the parallel relationship between operation costs (raw 

materials and energy) and investment cost (equipment). The parallel relationship condition in the processes 

integration can be in reducing energy consumption, improving the raw materials consumption and reducing 

equipments cost. 

2.Increasing production capacity (Unit capacity) by using process integration for removing bottlenecks 

3.Reducing process problems (startup and shutdown) with the most correction which is the most use of process 

integration.  
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4.Increasing the process controllability (is from inner tool and is different from process controlling). Simplify 

the control by choosing the Unit (topology) interconnectors and equipments parameters without considering the 

system real control.  

5.To ensure system flexibility by considering Unit characteristics (raw materials and or new products, the 

production capacity compatibility and etc) and unwelcome (such as exchanger fouling and catalysts inactivity) 

when opposing with operating conditions change, by proper choose of Unit interconnectors and equipments 

features 

6.Unwilling reduction of the Unit wastes, for example, reduction of fossilized fuels, connection to auxiliary 

resources of energy generation, closed processes and etc 

7.Adding some challenges to industrial processes and community in order to have a stable development  

 The starting point of process integration for energy consumption reduction is 1980. From 1980 onwards, 

some methods were developed for industrial applications such as the total of annual costs, application in Unit 

and the Unit flexibility. Nowadays, social estimations such as environment, nutrition are an inseparable part in 

the process integration. The main reason for achieving benefits of using process integration is in fact matters 

which make us closed to systems requirements. Most of the units in the industry have very complicated inner 

interconnectors such as advanced components; as the result of being so, we will be closed to the Unit basic 

requirements. The local researches are absolutely effective in optimization. In the thermal integration level, the 

process integration can determine the optimal level of thermal wastes which are compatible with designing of 

exchangers networks in terms of the least costs of equipments. In the level of heat and Tolen, the process 

integration can determine the optimal amount of loading and or the consumption level and or vapor production 

and also the positions of heat and power systems combination. In proper economic and thermodynamic 

optimization, the proper process of heat pup can be chosen by using graphical diagrams and systematic methods. 

In terms of the Unit production increase, the process integration can be used in removing the bottlenecks to 

increase production capacity (El-Halwagi, 2011; Morris, 2009; Szargut, 2011). As an obvious example, consider 

an energy system which has mass flow limitation during the process. This event is always seen when the furnace 

is working at its maximum capacity in the most of the oil refining units. The integration is also effective in 

avoidance of investing in the sections of supportive units by using optimum recycling of heat in the process. 

When the operation is under consideration, controllability and flexibility of the Unit revealed that most the time 

the major wastes were in the inner interconnectors. The process integration has a more focus on the process 

structure. The methods compatibility is a vital tool for finding the wastes related to the unit operation. As an 

example, the Unit flexibility may be achieved from installing additional equipments and components more than 

the Unit real requirements. In such a condition, the process integration can be used in determining the additional 

investment place for determining the effective flexible capital. In the environment and stable development, the 

process integration presents the systematic methods to reduce capital, to comply the government regulations and 

community expectations. Reducing polluting gasses and wastewater is an example of its benefits (means 

reducing water consumption). Finally, one can say that the processes integration results cause an increase in 

information relating to key elements and the dependents in the Units (Neto, 2008; Towler, 1979; Mathur, 1982).  

 

 
 

Fig. 1: the relationship between the process integration branches. 
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 The thermal integration is a method to minimize energy consumption based on thermodynamic equations. 

This objective can be achieved by optimizing heat recovery systems, methods of supplying the process energy 

and its operation conditions. This technology is known as thermal integration, energy integration or pinch 

technology integration (Mathur, 1982). Pinch technology is a heat exchanger network design ensures minimal 

energy consumption. Energy analysis uses the first and second laws of thermodynamics to compute Energy 

flows in the system and to determine non-optimized components. On the other hand, pinch technology is a 

general method to designing the processes that it has the ability to target the largest possible correction before 

final designing and simulating. But the disadvantage of this approach becomes apparent when it is used in 

power generation systems. Therefore, a new method to overcome the weaknesses of these two methods was 

developed called pinch and Energy combined analysis. This new method can be used to optimize the systems 

such as power plants. Some refineries are running a special technique called hydrogen pinch to minimize the 

amount of investment costs by implementation of an efficient management of resources on hydrogen and its 

supplying resources and to gain economic profit in a short term by a thrift in these reduced costs. In this 

approach, the first law of thermodynamics was used to calculate the enthalpy changes in passing flow from a 

heat exchanger and the second law was used to determine the heat direction. In traditional designing, the process 

is design at first and then the mass, temperature and flow rate are defined through balancing. Then, the thermal 

system designing is completed and the remaining cases are determined. Each of these steps can be performed 

independently. But in a pinch designing, the process integration offers solutions to minimize energy 

consumption by using pinch technology before designing the network heat recovery. The limitations of the heat 

and utility recovery systems were considered later on. Pinch designing determines process optimizing chances 

and heat integration improvement. This method helps optimization of heat transfer equipments during their 

designing (Mathur, 1982).  

 

The need for energy efficiency in industry: 

 Heat integration is a method for minimizing the energy consumption based on thermodynamic equations. 

This objective can be obtained by Optimization of heat recovery systems, energy supply methods and operating 

conditions. This technology is also known as heat integration, energy integration or pinch technology 

integration. Pinch technology is a heat exchanger network design ensures minimal energy consumption in 

designing heat technology. Energy analysis (figure 2) benefits from the first and second laws of 

thermodynamics in order to calculate the Energy flow in the system and determine the non-optimized 

components. But, unfortunately, these methods do not provide a practical solution to prevent Energy losses. On 

the other, Pinch technology is a generic approach to design processes with a capability to target the largest 

possible correction before the final design and simulation. But the disadvantage of this approach becomes 

apparent when it is used in power generation systems. Therefore, a new method was developed to overcome the 

weaknesses of these two aforementioned methods which is called combinational analysis of the pinch and 

Energy (Figure 2). Therefore, in designing the production and consumption systems, pinch technology power 

was not applied alone, so a secondary tool should be used to strengthen it. In conclusion, the combinational 

analysis method of the pinch and Energy can be realized. In this method, the Energy Combinational Curves 

(ECC) and Energy General Combinational Curves (EGCC) are used to analyze the systems. Thus, by converting 

the temperature ax to the Carnot factor (ηc = 1 - T0 / T), Energy Combinational Curves was plotted, then by 

using ECC the Energy General Combinational Curves was plotted. The area between two combinational curves 

is proportional to the Energy loss in the heat exchangers network. 

 

 
 

Fig. 2: Temperature-enthalpy curve for analyzing pinch. 

 

 This new method can be used to optimize systems such as power plant. Some refineries are running a 

special technique called hydrogen pinch to minimize the amount of investment costs by applying an efficient 
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management on hydrogen and its various supplying resources. Moreover, they can gain economic profit in the 

short term by savings in these minimized costs. In this method, the first law of thermodynamics is used to 

calculate the enthalpy changes while passing through a heat exchanger, and the second law defines the direction 

of heat flow. In the traditional design, the process is designed firstly and then it is determined by balancing heat, 

mass and flows rate. Then, heat recovery system design is completed and finally the remaining cases are 

determined. Each of these steps can be performed independently of the other.  

 But in designing a pinch, the process integration offers solutions by using pinch technology before 

designing the heat recovery network to minimize energy consumption. Pinch designing determines opportunities 

of process optimization and heat integration improvement; this method helps to optimize the heat transfer 

equipments during their designing. The starting point of the integration process to reduce energy consumption is 

in 1980. From 1990 onwards, the methods for its industrial applications such as the total annual costs, the unit 

application and the flexibility of the unit have been developed. Today, social estimations such as the 

environment and nutrition have become an indivisible part in the integration process. The main reason for 

achieving the advantages of the integration processes, in fact, is matters that close us to System Requirements. 

Most units in industries have very complicated internal interconnections including advanced Components; thus, 

because of these matters, we are closing to the unit basic needs. Undoubtedly, local researches are very effective 

in the conclusion of optimization. In the level of heat integration, process integration can determine optimization 

level of the heat recovery which is compatible with the exchanger network design in terms of the least cost of 

equipments. In the heat and Tolen level, process integration can determine the amount of optimum loading, 

consumption level, steam production and also conditions of combining heat and power systems. In the proper 

economic and thermodynamic optimization, one can choose appropriate heat pump in the process integration by 

using graphical diagrams and systematic methods. Regarding unit production increase, the integration process 

can be used in eliminating bottlenecks to increase production capacity. As an obvious example, consider an 

energy system which has a limited mass flow rate during the process. In many plants of the oil refining when the 

furnace is working at its maximum capacity, such matter can be seen. Integration process is also very effective 

in avoiding investing in the supportive units by using optimum heat recovery in the process. Regarding the topic 

of unit operations, handling and flexibility of the unit have indicated that very often the main dissipation is in 

the internal connections of the process equipments parts. Integration process has a very much focus on the 

process structure. Compatibility of the methods of critical tools for finding dissipations is associated with the 

operation of the unit. For example, it is possible that flexibility of the unit is obtained through the installation of 

additional equipments and parts larger than the major unit requirements. In this case, the integration process can 

be used to identify the place of additional investment in order to determine effective flexible capital. In the 

Environment and Sustainable Development, Integration Process offers systematic approaches in order to reduce 

capital, government regulations and the expectations of society. Reducing emissions of pollutants and wastes are 

examples of its benefits (it means to reduce water consumption). Finally, we can say that the results of the 

integration process increase our information about the key elements and the subordinates in the unit (Neto, 

2008; Towler,1979; Mathur, 1982). Heat integration is a method for minimizing the energy consumption based 

on thermodynamic equations. This objective can be achieved by optimization of heat recovery systems, process 

energy supplying methods and that’s operating conditions. This technology is also known as heat integration, 

energy integration or pinch technology integration (Mathur, 1982). Pinch technology ensures at least minimal 

energy consumption in designing heat exchangers network. Energy analysis benefits from the first and second 

laws of thermodynamics in order to calculate the Energy flow in the system and to determine non-optimized 

components. But, unfortunately, this method does not provide any practical solution to prevent losses of Energy. 

On the other hand, Pinch technology is a generic approach in designing processes which has the ability to target 

the largest possible correction before final designing and simulation. But, when this approach is used in power 

generation systems, its drawback becomes apparent. Therefore, a new method was developed to overcome the 

weaknesses of these two aforementioned methods which is called combines the pinch combinational and Energy 

analysis [9]. This new method can be used to optimize systems such as power plant. Some refineries are running 

a special technique called hydrogen pinch to minimize the amount of investment costs by applying an efficient 

management on hydrogen and its various supplying resources. Moreover, they can gain economic profit in the 

short term by savings in these minimized costs. In this method, the first law of thermodynamics is used to 

calculate the enthalpy changes while passing through a heat exchanger, and the second law defines the direction 

of heat flow. In the traditional design, the process is designed firstly and then it is determined by balancing heat, 

mass and flows rate. Then, heat recovery system design is completed and finally the remaining cases are 

determined. Each of these steps can be performed independently of the other. But in designing a pinch, the 

process integration offers solutions by using pinch technology before designing the heat recovery network to 

minimize energy consumption. Pinch designing determines opportunities of process optimization and heat 

integration improvement; this method helps to optimize the heat transfer equipments during their designing 

(www.cheresources.com). 
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Calculating energy consumption in condenser of stabilization tower: 

 In the stabilization tower, the aim is to separate the light gasses and hydrocarbons from input food. As a 

result, the upper part of distillation tower almost includes light compounds and a few heavy compounds. The 

stabilizing tower overhead vapor will be sent to air conditioner (condenser) at the pressure of 1020kpa and the 

temperature of 67 ° C in saturated form. In this air conditioner with a pressure drop beyond 50kpa, the input 

saturated vapor condenses to 55 ° C (figure 3). 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: stabilization modeling (advanced simulation). 

 

 The output flow from the condenser is sent to the separator in a two phase form (98% vapor and 2 percent 

liquid) where liquid phases and vapor are separated. The overhead vapor of this separator (this flow includes 

amount of hydrogen sulfide) comprises of light gases which are sent with other gases to gas refinery section. 

The obtained liquid from the vertical separator is returned to distillation tower again. The amount of energy 

consumption in the air conditioner (condenser) with consideration of the input and output differences )∆T( and 

overhead vapor flow rate is very much (17840 kg/h) that its supplying cost is considerable. The amount of 

required energy for overhead vapor condensation is calculated to 55 ° C by use of energy balancing over air 

cooler: 

         Air Cooler p pOut In
Q m C T – C T   

 
      (1) 

 Where the amount of consumed energy in the air cooler is based on Cp, k j /h; heat capacity is based on 

kj/kg-C; temperature (T) is based on centigrade; and m represents the input mass flow rate to air cooler based 

kg/h. 

     17840 1 946  55  1 974  67Air Cooler Out In
Q . – .           (2) 

  450067 52   125   125 Air CoolerQ . kj / h kj / sec KW         (3) 

 For one working year, we have 

  125   3600 1   24 1   

...365 1 

Air CoolerQ kj / sec sec / h h / day ...

day / year

   
      (4) 

  3942000000   3942 Air CoolerQ kj / year Gj / year        (5) 

 

Condenser heat integration: 

 To calculate the condenser integration, we will do as the following: 

1.At first, we will calculate the required energy to condensate (QAir Cooler) overhead vapor 

2.Then, based on energy analysis, we will determine the required flow to supply cooling need  

3.We will compare the energy of the determined flow from the step 2 (EStream) and or the required energy to 

condensate overhead vapor 

 The calculation of the required energy to condensate the overhead vapor: 
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        Air Cooler p pOut In
Q m C T – C T   

 
      (6) 

     17840 1 946  55  1 974  67Air Cooler Out In
Q . – .           (7) 

  450067 52   125   125 Air CoolerQ . kj / h kj / sec KW         (8) 

 Based on energy analysis to overhead vapor by one of the processing flows, that flow must have two 

conditions: first, its must be lesser than condensing temperature of condenser (55 ° C) (the major condition). 

Second, it must have much more flow rate than the overhead flow. Based on the obtained thermal information 

for the processing flows from economic software HYSYS and the aforementioned conditions, the food flow 

obeys two aforementioned conditions. This flow temperature is 22° C and it mass flow rate is 205200 kg/h. The 

food flow energy will be calculated based on Enthalpy relation as follows: 

   FeedE CP T        (9) 

        pCP m kg / h C kj / kg C       (10) 

205200 2 185 22 9863964  2739 99 FeedE . kj / h . KW         (11) 

 According to above calculations, the food flow energy is nearly 22 times of the required energy to condense 

overhead vapor in air cooler (EFeed = 22 QAir Cooler). Thus, it can be used to condense the overhead vapor. To 

use food flow to operation of vapor condensing, the required surface for transferring heat should be prepared 

between these to flows. To this end, the use of heat exchanger instead of air cooler is proposed. Because the 

food flow energy is much more than the required energy for condensation, the heat surface will not very large 

and the number of exchanger pipes will not large. Consequently, the used heat exchanger is of fewer costs. To 

design heat exchanger, the software Aspen Bjac is used; and to design heat exchanger in environment of 

software Bjac, the output food flow temperature, after heat exchanging with overhead vapor, is necessary as one 

of the input information into software which can be calculated from energy balancing over the heat exchanger 

(figure 4). 

     0     out in out inVapour Feed
H CP T T CP T T             (12) 

        pCP m kg / h C kj / kg C       (13) 

 

 
 

Fig. 4: The way of heat exchanging between hot and cold flows in the thermal field.  

 

Conclusion: 

 In this paper, energy recycling for distillation tower condenser was done by use of heat integration method. 

At first, we calculated the amount of condensation energy (QAir Cooler), in air cooler and then we calculated 

energy consumption in this equipment based on annual balance (3942 GJ per year). Then, based on heat 

integration (energy unification), two conditions were proposed to use the current energies in the process for 

supplying condensation energy (QAir Cooler): first, its must be lesser than condensing temperature of condenser 

(55 ° C) (the major condition). Second, it must have much more flow rate than the overhead flow. According to 

two above conditions, the food flow as chosen as the integration factor and its amount of energy (EStream) is 

calculated from the Enthalpy equation as9863964 kj/h. As EFeed>>> QAir Cooler and food flow temperature to 

condense overhead vapor is satisfying, the food flow can be used to condense saturated vapor to 55 ° C. in case 

of using food energy and using heat exchanger instead of air cooler, 3942 GJ energy will be saved annually. By 

using heat exchanger and omitting air cooler, the unit103 operating costs will be reduced considerably. 

Economically, conducting such project will demand investing costs. But, obtainable incomes from doing this 

project (electricity consumption recycling and costs reduction) reveal this fact that capital return rate and the 

project benefits for unit103 of South Pars phases9&10are beneficial.  
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 By solving the above one- unknown equation, the temperature of food flow is 22.73 after exchanging heat 

with overhead vapor of distillation tower. Having the required energy for condensation (QAir Cooler) and the 

food flow temperature one can design heat exchanger after exchanging heat and entering these information into 

software Bjac (figure5). 

 

 
 

Fig. 5: Designing heat exchanger by Bjac software. 
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